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1. Introduction. In order to make this paper somewhat self-contained,
and, because there appears to be very little agreement on notation by authors
in this field, I shall define most of the terminology used, and give specific
references to concepts which are used but not defined herein.
The first grouping of statements is applicable to infinite matrices in general. Let x denote a sequence, A an infinite matrix for which An(x) = Z* ankxk
is defined. The convergence domain of a matrix A, denoted by (A), consists
of the set of sequences x such that {.4„(x)} is convergent. Two matrices are
said to be equivalent if they both have the same convergence domain. A
matrix A is called conservative if (i) ak = limn a„k exists for each A,
(ii) t = lim„ Zk fl"t exists, and (iii) A has finite norm, where {¡AW
= sup„ Z* Mn*|. A matrix A is said to be regular if A is limit preserving;
i.e., for every convergent sequence x with limit /, A„(x)—>/. Necessary and
sufficient conditions on a matrix A for regularity are: (i) ak = 0 for each A,
(ii) / = 1, and (iii) A has finite norm. A matrix A is said to be totally regular,
if A is regular, and if, for every sequence x such that x„—>+ °°, An(x)—>+ ».
If a matrix A possesses a two-sided inverse, the statement B t.s. A is equivalent to the statement that BA~l is totally regular. For two matrix methods
A and B, B is said to be totally stronger than A, written B t.s. A, if for each
sequence x for which ^4„(x)—>/, Bn(x)—>l, 11\ i£ <». B is not totally stronger
than A, written B n.t.s. A, if A„(x)—>/ implies Bn(x)—*l, I finite, but there
exists a sequence x for which An(x)—>+»
and Bn(x)-**-\- «. Two matrices
are said to be totally equivalent if A t.s. B and B t.s. A. A matrix A is called
triangular if all the elements above the main diagonal are zero.

Let p. denote a sequence. Define a linear difference operator A, operating
on n, by Apk=pk-pk+ï, Anpk=A(An~xpk)= Zs (-l)'Cn,jUk+j. A Hausdorff
matrix

H= (hnk) is a triangular

matrix

defined

by hnk = Cn,kAn~kpk. Hence p is

called the generating sequence. A sequence p is called totally monotone if all
of the successive differences are non-negative; i.e., Anpk^:0; A, n = 0,1, 2, • • • .
It should be noted that the row and column indexing for Hausdorff matrices

starts with 0 instead of 1.
A Hausdorff matrix has finite norm if and only if the generating sequence
can be expressed as the difference of two totally monotone sequences. Every
Hausdorff matrix with finite norm is conservative and enjoys the additional
properties that Z* hnk=po for each n, hence t=po, lim„ A„*= 0 for each positive A, and A0= lim„ A„,0exists. Thus the regularity conditions for a Hausdorff
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matrix can be described by (i) A0= 0, (ii) /z.o=l, and (iii) Tí has finite norm.
A Hausdorff matrix is totally regular if and only if it is regular, and the
moment generating sequence is totally monotone.
In speaking of a Hausdorff matrix 77 generated by a sequence p., I shall denote the matrix by H„, the method by H~p, and the convergence domain
of 77Mby (77, p), except that I shall denote the convergence domain of the
Cesàro matrix of order 1 by (C, 1). For other basic properties of a Hausdorff
matrix see [6]. The identity matrix shall be denoted by 7.
It is a well-known result [l, p. 452] that two regular Hausdorff methods
with nonvanishing moment sequences cannot be totally equivalent unless
they are identical. Hence the concept of totally stronger serves as a partial
ordering of equivalent Hausdorff methods.
Basu in [l ] compares totally the Cesàro matrices, usually denoted by C"
or Ca, and the Holder matrices denoted by 77" or 77„. In [4] he compares
totally the H" and T" matrices, where T", called the Gamma matrix, has
[a/(w+a)]a
as a generating sequence, a, a>0. In [ll] the author compares
totally the Gamma and Cesàro methods, using the results of [l; 4] to obtain

the following facts.

LetO<a,

a'<l,

R(i) for 0<ag(a

b>l. Then,
+ l)/2<l+aga'<l,

but not conversely.
R(ii) for0<ag(a+l)/2<l,r°t.s.

T£ t.s. Ha t.s. T«, t.s. Ca t.s. Y"a,
Ca t.s. Ha t.s. Tb, but not conversely;

and
R(iii) for a> 1, 2b^a + i, T" t.s. Ha t.s. Ca t.s. T", but not conversely.
Basu in [2] compares totally the hypergeometric
and Cesàro methods.
In §3 of this paper the hypergeometric method is compared totally with the
Gamma method, taking advantage of the above facts and the results of [2].
The proofs employ a technique believed to be new. The basic properties of
this technique are developed in §2.
In §4 the G and T\ methods are compared totally with three methods
defined and discussed by Greenberg and Wall (hereafter referred to as G and

W) in [5, pp. 780-783].
In §5, the equivalence is established of certain Hausdorff methods for
complex sequences, whose analogues for the corresponding
real sequences
are well known.
In §6 a Hausdorff method of summability is defined. This method of summability, involving two parameters, is shown to be equivalent to C" for nonnegative a, and reduces to the Holder or Gamma methods of order a, for
proper choice of parameters.
In §7 this method is compared totally with the Cesàro, Holder, and
Gamma methods.
§8 generalizes some results of [13].
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2. Products of Hausdorff matrices.
Theorem

2.1. Let p = \pn} be a totally monotone sequence with at least two

nonzero elements. Then pn9£0 for any «.

Proof. Assume there exists an integer k such that pk-i^O and /t* = 0. Then,
either /x„= 0 for all n^k or else there exists at least one integer m>k such
that pmT^O. However, the latter condition implies p is not totally monotone.

Hence, p„ = 0 for all n^k. Then A'pk^Pk for r = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and the associated Hausdorff matrix iîM = (hrk) has the property that limr^M ArJt= «, and
hence H is not conservative. But p totally monotone implies H? is conservative. Therefore p is not totally monotone.
Theorem 1 cannot be weakened, since the sequence {1, 0, 0, ■ • • } is
totally monotone.
However, sequences of the form {c, 0, 0, • • • }, c a constant, form the
set of co-null (see [14, p. 61 ] for the definition of co-null) Hausdorff matrices,
which are not regular. Hence it is true that every totally regular Hausdorff
method has a nonvanishing moment sequence.
A triangular matrix is called a triangle if there are no zero elements on the
main diagonal. The discussion following Theorem 2.1 implies that every
totally regular Hausdorff matrix Pi is a triangle. Hence, H~l always exists,
which leads to the following theorem, true for triangles in general.

Theorem

2.2. Let A and B be triangles. If A t.s. B and B is totally regular,

then A is totally regular.

Proof. A t.s. B iff AB~l is totally regular. (AB~l)(B) =A. Therefore A is
totally regular, since it is the
Since the product of two
(see, e.g. [3, p. 393, Lemma
strength of the product with

Theorem
H~pip2

product of two totally regular methods.
totally regular sequences is also totally regular
4]), a feasible problem is to compare the total
respect to the total strength of either.

2.3. Let H~pi, H~p2 be totally regular Hausdorff methods. Then

t.s. iP~/¿i,

i?~/Z2.

The proof is trivial since Hl¡íl,i/Hn = Hllj,j, k = l, 2,J9ik, which is totally
regular.
This theorem enables us to give new proofs of known results. For example,
it can be used to prove Hß t.s. Ha for /3>a>0.

Let pik = (k + l)~(ß~a\ p2t

= (k-\-l)~". Then pikp2t= (k + l)~0, and the result follows by Theorem 2.3.
Similarly, we can show that for 0<ct<ß, Tf t.s. T".
However, Theorem 2.3 has other uses, which will soon be demonstrated.

Theorem

2.4. Let H~pi,

H~p2 be two Hausdorff methods with nonvanish-

ing moment sequences. Then H~pi

t.s. H^p^H^pf1

Proof. Let \k=pit/p2k = (/^"'/(mi*)-1regular.

t.s. iP-^tf1.

Q.E.D., since X is given to be totally
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Theorem 2.5. Let H~pit ií~X, be Hausdorff methods such that H~pi t.s.
PT~X„ X, nonvanishing i=\,
Proof.

2. Then H~pip2 t.s. f/~XiX2.

Let o¿k=pikp2k/'\ik'k2k = (pik/'kik)-(p2k/\2k).

regular, since it is the product

Theorem

Therefore

H~a

is totally

of two totally regular methods.

2.6. Let \a\ <1. Then Cä1 t.s. C-a.

Proof. For a^O, an outline of a proof is contained in [lO], and will be
omitted here. For a<0, use the result of [lO] in conjunction with Theorem

2.4.
Note that Theorem

2.6 together

with Theorem

2.2 states

that

C~l is

totally regular for —1 <y <0.

Corollary

2.1. Let 0<7<1.

Then H-y t.s. Cf1.

Proof. From R(ii), Cy t.s. Hy. From Theorem 2.4 Hy~1= H^y t.s. Cy1.
Corollary

2.2. For 0<l-ag,y<l,

Cl\ t.s. Yya.

Proof. By (i), Tây t.s. C-y for 0<l-y£a<l,
Theorem 2.4.

Corollary

i.e., l>7^1-a>0.

Use

2.3. For 0 <7 ^ 1 - 2a < 1, T¡ t.s. Cz\.

The proof is the same as that of Corollary 2.2 and will be omitted.
Theorem 2.4 together with Theorem 2.6 is very useful in comparing the
relative strength of Cesàro-H older type methods as a changes from positive
to negative values, |a| <1.
For example,

from (ii), Ca t.s. Ha for 0<a<l.

From Theorem

2.4 (Ha)~l

= r7_a t.s. Ca1. But, from Theorem 2.6 Cä1 t.s. C_a. Thus Hy t.s. Cy for
7= —a, yielding a new proof of [l, Theorem 1 (i)].
Theorem 1 of [2, pp. 229-233] states that, for a, ß, a+ß> -1,
B(Í)

CaCß t.S. Ca+ß,

aß > 0,

B(ii)

Ca+ß t.s. CaCß,

aß < 0.

Assuming

the truth

of B(i) it is possible to give an independent

B(ii). Consider C^Cß^Ca+ß, aß<0.

Then either -Ka<0

proof of

or -Kß<0.

Since the above expression is symmetric in a and ß, it will be sufficient to
prove the result for —1 <a<0.
Since aß<0, ß>0, we have two possibilities. Either a+ß^O
or a+ß<0.
Case I. Assume a+ßs^O.

By Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, Ca~1Cß~lCa+ßt.s. C-aCß~lCa+ß. From B(i),
C-aCa+ß t.s. C-a+a+ß= Cß. Using Theorem 2.5 C-aCß~lCa+a t.s. CßCßx —I. But
I is totally regular. Therefore, from Theorem 2.2 CälCß1Ca+ß is totally regular; i.e., Ca+ß t.S. CaCß.

Case II. Assume a+j3<0.

Then 0</3<l.

From Theorems 2.5 and 2.6,
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Ca~1CflCa+ß t.s. C^C-ßCa+ß. From B(i), C-ßCa+ß t.s. C-ß+a+ß= Ca. Hence, by
Theorem 2.5, CälCfxCa+ß t.s. Ca~1Ca= I. I is totally regular. Hence, by
Theorem 2.2, Ca~lCjrlCa+ß is totally regular.
3. Comparison of the hypergeometric method with the T" method. For
the sequence which defines the hypergeometric method (77, a, ß, y), see [2,

p. 227].
As Basu [2] points out, the hypergeometric method becomes more workable when it is expressed in terms of its Cesàro equivalent; i.e. (H, a, ß, y)
= Ca-lCß-XCy-l.

Theorem 3.1. For 0<a, ßgl, ß<l+ygl

or agl+ygl,

(H, a, ß,y+l)

t.s. r?, b>l.
Proof. Let 77= C;i1C¿"_11C7rft_T.
Since ßgl+y,
C7 t.s. C„_i; i.e., CYC¿l\ is
totally regular. But C~li and Tby are also totally regular. Therefore H is
totally regular. It is clear that the roles of a and ß are interchangeable
in the
above argument.

Theorem

3.2. For a, ß, b > 1, O^áa-l

or 0 g y g ß - 1,

17 ts. (H,a,ß,y+l).
Proof. Let 77= Ca-iCß-iCy~lTl. Since a—1 ^T, Ca-iCy~xis totally regular.
So also are Tb and Cß-i. Therefore H is totally regular. As before, a and ß are
interchangeable.

Theorem

3.3. For Qga, ß, y<l,

Proof. Let 77 = ttQ^W

a^l-y^a<l,

(77, a, ß,y + i) t.s. Tya.

= CZliq¡llCiT¿"'CZ\C-vFrom (i)

r„ y t.s. C-y. By Theorem 2.4, CZ\ t.s. T^; i.e., CZyTñy is totally regular. Since
1 —y^a, C-yC~li is totally regular. So also are Cy and Cßlx. Therefore 77 is
totally regular.
By extremely lengthy calculations it can be shown that, for 0 ga, ß, y < 1,
a^y,ß,(H,a,ß,y
+ i)t.s. Tya.

Basu [2, p. 228] shows that Cy t.s. (H, a, ß, y + 1) for a, 0^1, y> -1, and
that (H, a, ß, 7 + 1) t.s. Cy for 0<a, /35¡1, 7> —1. Using these results in
conjunction with Theorems 2.6, 3.1-3.3, Corollaries 2.1-2.3, and R(i)-R(iii),
we have the following table. The notation
arrow pointing to the weaker method.

Let 0<a, a'<l,

b^l,

0<ax,ßigl,

"t.s."

has been replaced

a2,/32^1.

For -Ky^O,

, (1) y

-i (2) jy (2)

(H, «,, ßu y + 1)—-»rï->Hy-rC-y—>fn.—+Cy—+Ya

(3) y

(H,at,ßt,y+1).

For 0gy<l,

by an
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-*1 „'

(4) /^(3)V6)/

y (7)

(H, a„ ßu y + 1)—*T¡-fC*->Hy->Tb->(H,

a2) ß2, y + 1).

For y > 1,

(H, ai, ßi, y + 1)
,

\

(8)

7 (7)

rl—►#,—*cT-^-»r¡—►(*,

(l)Aál

+ Tál,or«iál

+ 7ál.

«2, ß2,y + i).

(5) 0 < y ¿ 1 - 2a < 1.

(2) 0 < 1 + 7 g a < 1.

(6) 0 < 1 - a' ¿ y < 1.

(3) 0< A^ (7+ l)/2 < 1.

(7)0S7áos«-l,or0á7áj8í-l.

(4) a, g 1 - 7 g a < 1.

(8) 26 ^ 7 + 1.

I conclude the discussion
four negative results.

Theorem

of hypergeometric

3.4. For -Ky£0,

a,ß<i,

Proof. Consider d-iC/j-iCfTJ.

Then pn = 8n\nvn, where

r(»+i)r(i8)

Xi»—->

T(n + a)

r(» + 7+1)
?n

=

with the following

c>0, Tyen.t.s. (H, a, 0,7 + 1).

r(» + i)r(a)

on = -i

methods

r(» + i)r(7+

T(n + /S)

cy

i) (* + *)»

A necessary condition for H„ to be conservative
is that p be a convergent
sequence. Since TJ and Cy are equivalent
for all 7> — 1, 7 is a non-null
convergent
sequence. Let v = min v„. Since ô„, X„ are positive, pn^8„Knv. For
a, 0<1, 5„—>oo and X„—>». Therefore /j is not convergent
and /*"„ is not conservative, hence not totally regular.

Theorem

3.5. For y>0, a, ß>l,

b>í,

(H, a, 0,7 + 1) n.ts. IT

Proof. Let H~l = C~i1Q"_!1C,iY1'.Then ¿i,r' = S.r'XrHf.T1where 5,„ X„,vn are
defined as in Theorem

3.4 with c —b. As before, i>_1is non-null and convergent.

Let v_1 = min vn~l. Then p¿~1^ S.r'X^'v-1. Since a, ß > 1, Sr1—»°° and X,^1—►
°°.
Therefore

/¿_l is not convergent.

Theorem 3.6. Fory^O,
Proof.

0<a, ßgl,

Let p„ = 8u\uvn, where

c>0, TJ n.t.s. (H, a, ß, 7 + 1).

5„, X„, vH are as defined

in Theorem

3.4.
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a, ß<l. Therefore p is not convergent.

Theorem 3.7. For y^l,
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But ô„—»œ and X»—>», since

0<ct, ß£l, Hy n.t.s. (H,a,ß,y+l).

Proof. Assume Hy t.s. (H, a, ß, 7+1). From (iii), T¡ t.s. Hy for 0<a<l.
Hence TZ t.s. (H, a, ß, 7 + 1), contradicting Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.7 can also be proved by using a technique similar to that em-

ployed in the proof of Theorem 3.4.
The following are some open questions.

(i) For -1<7^0,

0<«i, jSi^l, &>1, /3i>l+7

and ai>l+7,

is

(H,on,fit,7+1) ti. W
(ii) For0<7<l,0<a:i,

j3i^l,0<a<l,o</3iora<7,

is(iï, ai,/3i, 7+1)

t.s. r¡?
For 7>1, 0<o<l, 0<o!i, ftgl,
(iii) (H,ai,ßi,y+l)t.B.Tl?
(iv) (FP ai,ft, 7+1) t.s. if,?

is

4. Total comparison among three Hausdorff methods and the Ci method.
Throughout

0<a^l,

this section, a, b, c are real positive numbers with c arbitrary,

b>l.

Combining the relations (iii) and (iv) of [2, p. 228], or stating Theorem 5
of [ll], gives the following result, which is stated here for ready reference.

R5

Ta t.s. Ci t.s. IV

The three Hausdorff methods from G and W shall be denoted by
H~ai(t,

k, c), H~ct2(t, r), and H~cti(t,

1 — a(t, k, c)

ai(l, k, c) =->

r), where
a(t, k, c) = ck(l + c)~k,

C\t

k —l, 2, 3, • • • , e>0, Cia constant such that ai(0, k, c) = l;
1 - r'

<*»(t,
r) =-•-I

1

¿log —
0,

02(«) = I
and

1-j

log«
logr

r l
J 0

«'<**((«),

0 < r < 1,

O^KÍf,

r < u s 1,
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0¿«¿f,

u —r

->
1- r

r < u è 1.

cti(t, k, c), and

observe

that

it can

be written

as

cr~l(t+c)-T. Hence Ci-k/c.

Since ai(¿, k, c) = &_1^f_i cr(i+c)_r, H~cti(t, k, c) is totally regular, since
it is a finite sum of totally regular methods with positive coefficients, and

ai(0, k, c) = 1.
Theorem 4.1. H~cti(t, k, c) t.s. T\for k = \, 2, • • • .
Since ordinary equivalence
has been established
by G and W for
H~a(t,
a, c) and Ci, and since G and T\ are equivalent, Theorem 4.1 is
proved, as are all of the positive results stated here, by showing that the
moment generating sequence is totally monotone, or is a finite product of
totally monotone sequences.

Corollary

4.1. H~oti(t, k, a) t.s. &.

This result follows from Theorem

Theorem

4.1 with c = a, and R5.

4.2.

(i) (C, 1) = (P/, ai(t, k, c)),k = l,2, 3, ■■-.
(ii) Ci n.t.s. H~cti(t, k, b), k = 2, 3, 4, • •
(iii) H~oti(t, k, b) n.t.s. Ci, k = 2, 3, 4, • • • .
(iv) Cits. H~ai(t, 1,6).
Part (i) has been established by G and W.
Part (ii) of Theorem 4.2, and most of the negative results of this section
are proved by showing that the moment generating function is not totally
monotone. A moment generating
function is a continuously
differentiable
function /(/), whose values on the non-negative
integers are the terms of a
corresponding
moment sequence p; i.e., /(«) =pn. The sequence p is totally

monotone if and only if (-l)"/<"'(¿)

=0 for />0, « = 0, 1, 2, • • • , and/(0+)

á/(0).
Let p(t) =ai(t, k, b) ■(t + 1) =pi(t) -p2(t), where pi(t)=t + l, p2(t) =«i(/, k, b)

= k-lT,li[b/(t

+ b)]r.p[(t) = l,PiM(t)=0,n>l.
k

(n)

.sH,~l

p2 '(#) - (-1) k

¿jr(r + 1) •••(/

+ * - 1)6'« + b)—",

r=l

« = 1, 2, 3, • • • .

,(n,w= t (a)Dr%tm-dM)] = t (%r\t)-*?\i).
y-0 \J

/

j=n-l \J

/
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»(-I)»-1
(/) =

ß

* r(r + 1) • • • (f + n - 2)b'

A

rtí

(t + b)'+»-x

(-!)"(/+1)

* r(r + 1) • • • (r + « - l)ft-

A
. <„>

(-l)p

[December

"Í

1 * r(r+l)

(t + by+"

• . .(r+«-2)ô'

(0 = —Z k rtí

/(/+l)(r+n-l)

1

l

j

4-n>

(t + by+"-X

(/ + 6)

.

Let/(0 = 0 + l)(r+«-l)-«(i+&)
= (r-l)i+r-l-|-«(l+ô).
Forr = l,/(/)<0for
ièO, n = l, 2, 3, • • • .
For r>lf/(fl = (r-l)[/+l-(A-l)n/(r-l)].
Fix t = t0. For « sufficiently
large,/(/o)

<0. Therefore p(t) is not totally monotone.

Proof of (iii). Let
1

1M<)

Cit

Í+11-

[b/(t + 6)]*

A(1/pW)
í
=

r

r

Cl-,.

,

^„r.-,,

/

b y

(/ + l)WH 1

,,.-,.-

(t + 1)2[1 - bk/(t + b)k]2

(~l)Dt(l/p(t))

=

Clf(t)
(I +1)2[1

- bk/(l + ¿o*]2

where
bk

lkt(t + 1)

/(/) = -{—-

(t + by \ t + b

)

+ l\ - 1

f

bk
(t + b)k+l

(kt2 + kt + t + b) - 1.

Since A^2 lim(,„/(/) = —1. Therefore there exists a value /i>0
/({) <0 for t>tx. Therefore l/p(t) is not totally monotone.

such that

Proof of (iv). i7~«i(/, 1, b)= T\. Q.E.D. by R5.
Theorem

4.3. H~a2(t, r) n.t.s. T\.

Proof. It shall be sufficient to show that \(t) is not totally
where \(t) = (l-rt)(t+c)/t.
Writing

obtain

r' as (elogr)', and

using

the infinite

series expansion

monotone,
for ex, we
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(I log r)k

HO

kl

(ílogr)*
ki

,= -E

(log r)Hk~

00

k\

*-l

(/logr)*(¿+l

= - c log r - 2

+ clogr)

(*+l)l

t=i

For / positive and sufficiently small, the sign of \m(t) will be the same as
that of the coefficient ck of /*. From the above expression for X(i) we see that

(-!)*+'( I logr I)*
ck

(4+1)1

(*+l

+ elogr).

For each r, 0<r<l,/fe + l+c log r>0 for all k sufficiently large. Therefore
Ckis negative for all k sufficiently large, and positive t, sufficiently small, and
\(t) is not totally monotone.

Corollary

4.2. H~a2(t,

If H~a2(t,
Theorem 4.3.

Corollary

r) n.t.s. &.

r) t.s. Ci, then, from R5, H~a2(t,

r) t.s. Y\, contradicting

4.3. H~a2(t, r) n.t.s. H~cti(t, k, c).

If H~a2(t,

r) t.s. H~oti(t,

k, c), using Theorem 4.1 gives a contradiction

to Theorem 4.3.
Theorem

4.4. G t.s. H~a2(t,

r) is not possible.

From G and W, (H, a2(t, r))1(C, 1).
Theorem

4.5. H~cti(t,

k, c) n.t.s. H~a2(t,

r).

Let
1
Pn

(—y
\n + c/

»

log

1 -

kn

1

1

clog —
r

\n + c/
1 — rn

rn

c

Since Hm„,oMn=

1 and lim,,^

tone unless —c log r<k.

pn=(

—c log r)/k, p cannot

be totally

mono-

It is sufficient to show that there exists a positive

integer « such that pn < ( —c log r)/k; i.e., 1 — [c/(n+c) ]* < 1 —r"; i.e., rn(n+c)k
<ck. But ck is a constant for each k, and rn(«+c)*-+0
as «—»«>. Therefore,
for « sufficiently large, pn < ( —c log r)/k and p is not totally monotone.

Corollary

4.4. Y\ n.t.s. H~a2(t,

r).
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If Tl t.s. H~a2(t,

[December

r), then, using Theorem 4.1 leads to a contradiction

of

Theorem 4.5.
Theorem

4.6. C\ t.s. H~as(t,

r).

Let M(í)= (/ + l)-1-(l-r)(í+l)/(l-r'+1)

= (l-r)2:r.oí-(<+1),:.

ferentiated series of p(t) is uniformly and absolutely
Differentiating term by term, we obtain

convergent

Each diffor /^0.

00

pM(t) = (-1)«(1 - r) | log r|» Z

A"ri"+".

k-0

Since ¿u(0+) =ju(0), p(t) is totally monotone.

Corollary

4.5. H~a3(t, r) n.t.s. H~cti(t, A, c), A= 2, 3, • •

If H~a3(t, r) t.s. H~ct\(t, A, c), then using Theorem 4.6 leads to a contradiction of Theorem 4.2 (ii) and Corollary 4.1. See Theorem 4.8 (ii) for the
case A= 1.

Corollary

4.6. H~a3(t,

r) n.t.s. H~a2(t,

r).

If H~a3(t,

r) t.s. H~ct2(t, r), then using Theorem 4.6 gives a contradic-

tion to Theorem 4.4.
Theorem

4.7. Let r\Ar2.

(i) H~a3(t,
(ii) H~a3(t,

ri) n.t.s. H~a3(t,
r2) n.t.s. H~a3(t,

r2).
ri).

Proof of (i). Let p(t) =a3(t, r{)/a3(t, r2). Then
(1 - r,)(l - rx+')

"U

(1 - rA(l - rf1) '

Since lim^oo ju(í) = (1—r2)/(l—n),

/*(/) can be totally

monotone

only if

i— ri<l— n; i.e., n<r2.
/

.\

// \

(1 — r2)

(l-ri)(l

r (+i

(+1

- r2+i)2

— r2 (1 — ri ) log r2J.
Since ri<r2, r[+1<r'2+l for t>-\.
Hence l-ri+1>l-r2+1.
Also log r,
<log r2. Therefore ( —l)/i'(i) <0 for i^O. Therefore mW is not totally monotone.
Proof of (ii). Because of the symmetry of p(t) with respect to f\ and r2,
\/p(t) is not totally monotone.
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Theorem 4.8. (i) T¡ n.t.s. H~a3(t, r).
(ii) H~a%(t, r) n.t.s. T\.
Proof of (i). LetMn = 6(M+ l)(l-r)/(»+¿)(l-r"+1).
Mo= l and/i„-»6(l-r).
If Z>(1—r) ^ 1, p is not totally monotone. Assume 6(1 —r) < 1. If there exists a
value of w>0 for which pn<6(1 —r), then ju is not totally monotone. Assume
Pn^b(l-r).
Then
(n + b)(l-rn+1)

i.e., M+ lè(«+6)(l-r"+1)=»+6-(M+6)r"+1;
6 —1 >0 and (ra+6)r"+1—>0. Therefore,

~

i.e., (n+b^+^b-l.
But
for « sufficiently large, (»+6)r"+1

<6— 1. Hence p is not totally monotone.
To prove (ii) use the same technique as that used in the proof of Theorem

4.3.
Theorem 4.9. For 1 ^£^4,

H~oti(t, k + l, c) t.s. H~cti(t, k, c).

Proof. Let
ßk

(0 =

ai(t, k+l,c)

(k+

ai(l,k,c)

k

1)-'[1 - c"+1(t + c)~k~l]

(k->)[l - c"(l + c)~k]

(

1

) ((t/c + 1)*+1- 11

1)*- if
(*+ 1) \l/c+lf\(t/c
U/c+l)
{(t/c+ + 1)*
k

(

t/c

hit1 h (i/c + l)[(iA + 1)*- l]/'
(4.1) wW =

k+ 1

1

1+

(¿A + 1) II [(t/c) + 2 sin2 (pr/k) - i sin (2fr/4)]

where (t/c + 1)*—1 has been written in factored form, the common term of
t/c has been cancelled, and the value of the product is understood to be 1 for

4-1. Then pi(t) = (1/2) [l +(t/c+1)-1],

p2(t) = (2/3) [l + (t/c+l)-*(t/c+2)-i],

and both are totally regular.
In (4.1) let the quantity
in braces be represented
by l+5*(i).
Since
8k(t) >0, in order to show that pk(t) is totally regular for k>2, it is necessary
and sufficient to show that 8k(t) is totally monotone.
Let yo(t) = (t/c+l)-\
yp(l) = (t/c+ap)-\
where ap = 2 sin2 (pir/k)

—i sin (2pir/k), lg^iSfc —1. Note that t/c+ap and t/c+at-p
conjugates, l^púk
—1. For convenience restrict p to p>k/2.
= (-l)n«!c-n(í/c+l)-B-1,

y?(I)

are complex
Then 7Ób)(í)

and

= (-l)nnlc'"(t/c

+ a,)"-,

» = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
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Using

Leibnitz's

formula,

De Moivre's

[December
Theorem,

and

the

identity

Zl-o sin (n-2j)d = 0 for all real 0, w= 0, 1, 2, • • • ,
n

(-1)"»! Z cos(» - 2j)0
/,

0n

n"r

(4-2)

(í)

(<) l

_J-°

A[7p^]=

where 0 = arg (t/c+ap),

H<A + «,h"

'

k/2^p£k-l.

Using the additional fact that, for m an integer, Zl-o cos (n —2j)0
= sin (»+l)0/sin
0 for dAmw, and is equal to ( —l)nm(»+l)
for 0 = mx,

(-1)"m!/(w, t, 8)

where/(n, i, 0) = [Z"-o (t/c + ^'lt/c+ctp]-^
By lengthy

calculations

sinh i(j+l)0]/2*

sin 0.

it can be shown that f(n, t, 0) is positive

for

/>0, « = 1, 2, 3, • • • , provided A^4. Since 6KO+) = ô3(0), 83(t) is totally
monotone.
8i(t)=y2(t)-[yo(t)yi(t)yz(t)).
Since the quantity in brackets is totally
monotone, and 72(/) = (t/e+2)-1, which is totally monotone, 54(i) is totally
monotone.
In order to attempt a proof of Theorem 4.9 for A>4 by this technique,
the only hope lies in trying

to show that

yi(t)y2(t)y3(t)yi(t)

is totally

mono-

tone, or more generally, that Il£¡í-2 Yp(0t*-j>W is totally monotone. Otherwise, each new prime integer for A presents a messy, prohibitive calculation,
and does not lead to any sort of inductive formula. It can be shown that
[\p=3yP(t)ys-p(t)

Theorem

is not totally

4.10. i/~ai(/,

monotone.

A, ex) t.s. H~cti(t,

k, c2), c2>ci>0,

A= 1, 2.

For A= 1 this theorem is a special case of R5. For A= 2, a straightforward
differentiation shows that/(i) =cti(t, k, Ci)/cti(t, A, c2) is totally monotone.
If A>2, the above differentiation becomes quite messy. However, I conjecture that Theorem 4.10 is true for Aè3, and that Theorem 4.9 is true for

A^5.
The following are open questions.
Is H~a2(t, r) t.s. H~a3(t, r) ?

Is H~OLi(t, k, b) t.s. H~a3(t, r)? (From Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 4.1 it
is clear that H~cti(t, k, a) t.s. H~a3(t/r).)
5. Some equivalent methods.
Theorem 5.1. Let pk = (oA+ l)/(¿>A+ l), where a and b are distinct nonzero
complex numbers such that a-1 and b~* are not negative integers. Then (H„)

= (7) iff (R(a)>0 and (R(b)>0.
The above theorem

omitted.

is stated

in Hille [7, p. 422], and hence a proof is
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Theorem 5.2. Let a be real, (R(a)>0. Then (T%)= (77a).
Because of the symmetry for positive and negative a we need consider
only a^O. The proof is trivial for a = 0, since the generating sequence is {1}.
For a real, the result is stated in Hardy [6, p. 265].

Let b = a~\ We need to show that (77a)= (7), where X*= (&A+1)/(A+ 1).
For a an integer the proof is trivial because (H\) = (I) by Theorem 5.1 and
a finite product of such matrices yields a matrix equivalent to 7.

Since X"/\£+1 = (A+ l)/(¿>A+ l), and using Hardy's argument,
Theorem

[6, p. 264,

211], we may assume 0<a<l.

Let/(z) = (&+ (l-&)2)«and

C= \z\ \z\ gl}.

Then/(1) = 1, and a branch

cut starting at Zo= b/(b —1) can be defined so that/(z) is analytic in C.f has
no zeros in C, since | z0\ > 1. Note that l//(z) is also analytic and has no zeros
in C. From Hurwitz and Silverman [9, p. 3, Theorem l], (H") = (7).

Corollary

5.1. (ra) = (Ca) for all a> -1.

Proof. (Ca) = (77a) for all a > -1.

Corollary
5.2. Let uk= (ak + l)/(bk + l), <R(a)>0 and <R(b)>0. Then
(77")= (7) for all real a.
Proof. By the symmetry

of p;" it is evident that we need consider only

a>0. Note that
._(aA+l)«

(¿+l)a

"*" (k+iy'(bk+iy
and each quantity

Corollary

on the right is equivalent

to 7 by Theorem 5.2.

5.3. T" is regular for all a^O, 01(a) >0.

Proof. Using the 77Mof Corollary 5.2 with a = l, b = a~l, Y^= Hl-Ha, and
the product of two regular Hausdorff

matrices is regular.

Theorem 5.3. Let pk(a) = [(k+a)a+b]/d(ck
+ l)a, where a^O, (R(a)>0,
(R(c)>0, and d=aa+b. If [(R(a)]"> \b\, then (77„)= (7). If a is a positive
integer, then (R(a)> \b\1/a max0sr<o 'cos [(0 + 2irr)/a]|,

0 = arg ( —b), implies

(77M)= (7), and this is best possible.
Proof. For a = 0, pwfc(0)
= l. Consider

a>0.

Then pk(a)—ßk(a)y^,

where

ft(a)=aa[(A+a)a+A]/J(A+o)a,
and y* = (A+a)/a(cA + l).
By Corollary 5.2 (77?)= (7), and 77/î= zJ-1[aa7+è77£], whereX* = a/(A+a).
Since 77a is regular for each positive a by Corollary 5.3 Hß is regular, since
aa+b = d.
It remains to prove Hfl regular. To do this we appeal to Rogosinski,

[12, p. 178] and the statement of
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Pitt's

Theorem.

Let P~0(/),

[December

where (¡>(t)is of regular bounded variation on

[0, l] (see Hille [7, p. 420]). Then |P(z)|^d>0,

<R(«)^0, implies that

T~l(z) is a Mellin transform, and thus T is equivalent to I.
F~0({) is used to denote a regular Hausdorff method, with 0(t) the associated mass function; i.e., pn=fltnd<p(t). The Mellin transforms of 0(i) are
defined by T(z) =/¿/*d0(í). Hence pn —T(n), and T(z) is called the moment

function of P. Let
[a"(z + a)a + 6]

P°W*

\,d(z +,\-a)"

C1

* J0 ''¿Kt),

for some <b(t) of regular bounded variation

(«(*)^ 0),

(b.v.) on [0, l]. (See Rogosinski

[12, p. 167, Theorem H.3].) Also T(z)=ßa(z),

\T(z)\ =|^{l

\d \

+ —i_||è

(z-\- a)") I

|*tf-i|.|l-

|ft/(, + «)«| |.

But | (z+o)a| = [(x+ai)2+(y+6i)2]a/2,
where z = x+iy,
a = ai+ibi,
and
|z+a|a^|
(B(o)|a, since (R(z)^Oand
(R(a)>0.
and - |&| • |z+a|-«^
- |ô| [(R(a)ha.
Hence
Thus \z+a -°|[(R(a)]-°

[l-|6|

\T(z)\ ^\a"d->
Therefore

[(R(a)]-a]>0,

P_1(z) is a Mellin

since [(R(a)]a>|6|

transform

and

by hypothesis.

P is equivalent

to /; i.e.,

(HßJ-(D.
That

(HSa) = (I) can also be proved

using the technique

of Hille and

Tamarkin [8, p. 906, Theorem 5].
For a a positive

integer,
a-l

(k + a)° + b = II {k + a-

|6|1/acis[(0+

2nr)/a]\,

r=0

where
6 = arg (— 6). Let X*(r) = (k + cr)/cr (ck + 1), where
c, = a
-|6|1/acis
[(0 + 2nr)/«].
Since (R(a)> |ft| "»-maxosr«.
|cos [(fl + 2r7r)/a]|,
(R(cr)>0, for 0^r<a.
Also (R(c)>0 by hypothesis. Therefore by Theorem

5.1 (PÁ)= (/) for each r. Since H, = Ift-o Äw, (#,) = (/)•
To show that

the theorem

is best possible for a an integer,

let a=l,

a = l+t, 6= —1, c = l. Then (R(a)= |6| -|cos 0|, /i*= (fc+i)/i(ife+ l), and by
Theorem 5.1 (H,)^(I).
6. The method of summability. Let R(a, b, a) denote the matrix and the
matrix method associated

where d=a"+b,

with the generating

sequence £* = d[(/fe+a)a + 6]-1,

[<R(a)]a> \b\.

Theorem 6.1. For each a^0,
equivalent to C".

R(a, b, a) as defined above, is regular and is

Proof. Trivial for k = 0. Assume k>0. Using the H» of Theorem 5.3 with
c= 1, R(a, b, a)=H^-ir^

= H^Ha.

Therefore

R(a, 6, a) is regular.
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To prove

the equivalence

observe

that

R(a,
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b, a)-H~" = Hll. Thus

(R(a, b, a)) = (.ff»)= (ra) = (C) by Corollary 5.1.
Whenever the method R(a, b, a) is discussed, it will be assumed that a
and 6 satisfy the conditions stated prior to Theorem 6.1.

Corollary

6.1. IfO£a<ß,

then (R(a, b, a)) C(R(a, b, ß)), and with con-

sistency.

Proof. Let pk = {d'/[(k+a)i>+b]\
where

■{ [(k+a^+b^-1}.

d(k + ay

Then pk=\kykvk,

_ [(k + a)a + b]a"

" " a»[(k + aY + 6] '

7* =

d(k + a)"

and Vk= (a/(k-\-a)y~a. By Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.3, ffx, Hy, and H,
are regular. Therefore ip, Hy, H, = H^ is regular. All Hausdorff methods
are consistent. (See Hardy [6, p. 262, footnote].)
Corollary
6.2. Let a^O, a, b, a', V be any numbers satisfying the conditions for regularity of R(a,b, a) and R(a',b',a).
Then (R(a,b,a)) = (R(a', V, a)).
Proof. Note that pk=ßkyk, where

d(k + 1)»

(k + a')a + V

ßk —-'

7* =-;

(k + a)° + b

d'(k + 1)"

then Hß and Hy are equivalent to I by Theorem 5.3.
7. Total comparison involving the R(a, b, a) method. In this section I shall
examine the matrix method R(a, 6, a), which was introduced in §6, with
respect to total regularity, and compare its total relative strength with the
C", H", and Ta methods, c>0. (Theorem 6.4 shows that the R(a, b, a) method
is equivalent to C", and hence to Ha and T" for positive c.)
In discussing the R(a, 6, a) method, it will be understood

that a^O, a>0,
a»>|6|,
6 is real, d = aa+b, and pia) = d[(k+a)a+b]~l,
k = 0, 1, 2, • • • .
Also, for convenience, the following notation will be observed, c and/ will
denote arbitrary
non-negative
or positive numbers, c' and/'
arbitrary
positive numbers, a and 6 will be restricted by 0<o<l,
6>1.

Theorem

7.1. For a^0,/>0,

Proof. Trivial

= r;.

c'^0,

R(f, c', a) is totally regular.

for a = 0, since pk = 1. Assume a>0.

Assume c'<0.

Let c=-c'.

Note that R(f, 0, a)

Then pta)= d[(k+f)"-c]-1.

= d[(t+f)a —c]-\ It will be sufficient to show that p(t) is totally
as ju[a)is regular by Theorem 6.1.

p(t) = d(l +/)-«

£ ck(t +f)-°k
*-0

non-

= d¿
Jt=0

ck(t + /)"«*-,

Let p(t)
monotone,
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and, since fa> \c'\, the series for p(t) is uniformly and absolutely convergent
for i^O. Since each differentiated series is uniformly convergent, we may
differentiate term by term as often as we please and obtain ( —l)"/x(n)(i)
—d-sn(t), where
ckT(ak + a + n)(t + /)-<*-«—

Sn(t) = Z

T(ak + a)

Since s„(t) consists entirely of non-negative terms, p(t) is a totally monotone
function.
For c>0, R(f, c, a) is not totally regular.

Counter-example.

Let a = 2.

Pk = d[(k +f)2 + c]"1 = d[(k + f+icx'2)(k

Let p(t)=d/(t+cti)(t+äi),
discussion

+/

- ic"2)-\

cti=f+ic112. Use (4.2) with A= 2, c = l, and the

which follows, to obtain

d(-1)^12^^+1)01

uinHl) = -)
|/ + 5i|

where 0i = arc tan

(c1/2(/+/)-1)-

| t + ai|»+1sin0i

By hypothesis,

f>c112. Therefore

O<0X

<ir/4. For all ¿^0, and each n such that (2A—l)7r<(» + l)0i<2Air for some
integer A, ( —l)"p(n)(t) <0. Therefore

Theorem 7.2. 7/a^0,/>0,

p(t) is not totally monotone.

c^O, then T? t.s. R(f, c, a).

Proof. Cases for a = c = 0 are trivial. Assume a, c>0. Let

f[(n + f)a + c]
"• "

Jf

, «-

d(n + SY

where X„ = 1, ßn=fa(n+f)~a.

= f"d~1K + cd~lß»>

Since X and ß are clearly totally

monotone,

and

fa+a = d, H~p is totally regular.

Theorem 7.3. If a>0, c'^0, then R(f, c', a) t.s. Tf.
Proof. If c' = 0, the methods are identical.

where c>0. Let pn = d(n+f)a/fa[(n+f)<>-c].

d(t+f)a
f[(t+f)a-c\
Since the series and each derivative
vergent for ¿èO,

/ «n , ms
t if
(-l)Vn)W
=t"dZ

Assume c'<0.

Then c'=—c

Let

"
k-o
are uniformly

r(aA + n)i,(<)
-rr-^-'

and absolutely

con-
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where5„(í) =ck(t-\-f)~ttk~n, « = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Thereforeu(t) is totally monotone.
Combining Theorems 7.2 and 7.3, and observing that Tx=Ha, we have

Corollary

7.1. Let c' <0, c>0, a>0. Then P(l, c', a) t.s. 77a t.s. P(l, c, a).

Theorem 7.4. For d <c{ <0, R(f, c{, a) t.s. R(f, c{, a).
Proof. Let c{ =c2' +8, 8>0, zj,=/a+c/,
d2j(n+f)"
d,l(W+/)a

li"~

,

i=l,2.

+ c{\
d2(
+ c:2'/ ~"^l

8
+ («+/)a

]
+ c2'/

= y + (1 - y)/3„,

where y = d2/di, ßn = d2/[(n-\-f)a+c2 ]. Since H~ß is totally regular by Theorem 7.1, and 0<y<l, 77~p is totally regular.

Theorem

7.5. P(/2, c', a) t.s. P(/i, c', a) for /i>/2 > 0.

Proof. Let
d2[(n + fi)a + c']
Un =

where

j = ¿.zir^i

di[(n + f2)» + c'}

X„ = (n+fi)a/[in+f2)a+c'],

7.3 Tf~X and H~ß

are totally

+ (xn - ßn)},

ßn = («+/2)a/[(«+/2)a+c'].

monotone.

By Theorem

X„)3¿":= («+/i)a/(«+/2)a.

Since

/i>/2, X/3-1 is totally monotone. To prove that X—ß is totally monotone we
use the following lemma.

Lemma 7.1. Let a, ß be real sequences, ßk9*0 for all A and such that ß and
aß~l are totally monotone, with akzkßkfor A= 0, 1, 2, • • • . Then a—ß is totally
monotone.
Proof of Lemma.
A»(a* -

Let Pk = ak—ßk- For » positive,

ßk) = A»[ßk(akßkl

-

1)]

n

= Z Cn,jA»-%+jAi(akßk-1- 1)
n

= A»ßk(akßkl - 1) + Z Cn,yA»-'&+JA'-(a*pY1).
y=i

By hypothesis, ß and aß~l are totally monotone and ak^ßk. Therefore p
is totally monotone.
Returning to the proof of the theorem it is clear that X—ß, and hence p,
are totally monotone.
For the next three theorems and the lemma, we shall use the following
notation.

Let
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(a)
M*

a

an

integer.

[December

[(k + b)° + c']T(a + l)T(k + l)
= ->

Then

dT(k + a + 1)

pía)=[b^)+c'yí")]/d,

where

= »(*+&)/&(*+*), 7r")= r(a+l)r(¿+l)/r(¿+a+l).

^a)= IL"-i 0*\

0?

Let XÍa)= (¿+<*)-\

¿ + «5*0.

Lemma7.2. A"7l"'=«(l+«) • • • (n-l+a)ylta)UU^ÍÍi+u *= 0, 1, 2,

• • • ; « = 1, 2, 3, • • • .
Proof.

(., _ T(a + i)r(¿ + 1) _ r(a+ l)r(A + 2)
y"
T(k + a + 1)
r(* + a + 2)
(a)/,

= ayk

Assume the induction

M

*+l

)

M
A*+i.

hypothesis.

A 7* = a(l + a) • • • (« — 1 + a)A-yt II A*+»+i
»=o

= a(l + a) • • • (n — 1 + a) \yk A Ü \k+i+i + II A*+.+2A7*a.
L

,=o

i-o

J

Using the easily established identity

a ( n x*+.+i
) = » n Xi*«-!,
and this lemma for « = 1, we have
n+l

A

(«)

f

(a)

y^-

(a)

"

(a)

(a) (a)"]

7* = a(l + a) • • • (» - 1 + a) 7* ■»11 X*+*fl+ 11 \k+i+iayk X*+i
L
,-o
«-i
J

= a(l + a) • • • (« - 1 + a)(n + ah*" Ü X*+i+i.
«=o

Lemma 7.2 also holds for complex a, provided a^O,

—1, —2, • • • .

Theorem 7.6. For 6>1, c'<0, C1 t.s. P(6, c', 1) iffb^l-c'.
Proof, ii? =bv(¿)/d+c,y(ltü/d. Noting that üP-flP
(l/b) + (l-br^\

we have

can be written as
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n (1)

A Pk

6(1 - 6-1)«!

1

= —
a

+

II (*+ *+ 1)

c'«!

»-1

II Xt+i+i

k + 1 to

( t=0

»1 -•

(D

- n a*Yi[(ô
-1) + c'].
d <_o

Therefore

{pí^} is totally monotone iff 6^1— c'.

Theorem

7.7. For 6>1,

M = max {3/2, l + (-c')1/2}

c'<0,

C2 t.s. R(b,c',2) iff b>M,

where

and M>(2-c')1/2.

Proof. pf>= b2vf/d+c'yf/d.

Using the formula for the nth difference

of a product of two sequences, and again writing v in terms of ß we have
A vk

= ¿_ CnJA
j-o

ßk+jAßk

•=»
(l-2/6)(«-/)!2
= 2^ C„.j —-¡-h

(1-1/6);!

»).(*> _,_ «) .<«
0* A & + ßk+nAßk

!Í(k+j + i + 2) ¿(A + f+l)
2«!(1 - 2/6)(l - 1/6) g

n (*+*+«>=i

n+l

/k + n

2(¿/6 + 1)(1 - 2/6)«!

n(*+*+2)-(*+i)

\

(—j—+ 1J(1- 1/6)«!

+

(_2~+1)îî(*

+ Î+1)

- TT
Sí Cl(* - 2)(6- 1)(«- 1)+ (*+ 6)(6- 2)
ô-' <_o
+ (* + « + 6)(6 - 1)].
„ (2)

2nl»#

m

AV2' = — II C [(*- 2)(6 - 1)(«- 1) + (* + 6)(6 - 2)
a

,=o

+ (k + n + b)(b - 1)]
c' (»+i)ir(3)r(i+i)->
+

r(* + 3)

(2,

—11 Ai+t+i
i=0

2»' B+1 (n
—
II **+4(*- 2)(6 - 1)(«- 1) + (* + 6)(6 - 2)

'=°

+ (* + « + 6)(6 - 1) + c'(« + 1)].
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Let

/■(«,A,b) - (w - l)b2 - 3(n - 1)6 + 2(» - 1) + b2+ (A - 2)b
- 2A+ (A + n)b + b2 - (A + n) - b + c'(n + 1)

= (« + l)b2 + (2A - 2«)¿ + « - 3A - 2 + c'(n + 1).
For each«, and ¿^ 3/2, /| in A. For each A,and t>èl + (-c')1/2,/î
Therefore, for b^M, /(«, A, ¿z)î in « and A. Hence /(n, A, 6)^/(0,
= A2—2+c'.

Since uf—*2/d,

{p®} cannot

less d>2; i.e., ¿>2+c'>2; i.e., 6>(2-c')1/2.
is totally monotone.
To show that the condition

possibly be totally

Therefore/(0,

is necessary,

monotone

in«.
0, 6)
un-

0, ¿>)>0, and {uf}

there are three cases:

Case I. Assume Jl7= 3/2. For b<3/2,f(l, A, &)= (2A-3)A+2A2-2&-l
+2c'. If ai = 2/j2-2¿z-l+2c'á0,
then Api2)<0 for A= l, 2, 3, • • • . If ai>0,

Apf <0 for A£ [oi/(3-2b)} + 1.
Case II. Assume M = 1 + (- c')1/2. Then for b < M,
/(«, 0, b) = (b2 - 2b + 1 + c')n + b2 - 2 + c'.

Therefore AVo' < 0 for «^ [(/>2-2+c,)/(/>2-2Z> + l+c')] + l.
Case III. For Mg(2-c')1/2,

fi = limp« ^ 1.
Therefore

p is not totally monotone.

Theorem 7.8. For b> 1, c' <0,
772t.s. P(6, c', 2) iff b 2: 1 + (-c')1/2.
Let p®= [(A+¿»)2+C']/d(A + l)2 = ¿>2tó1))Vd+c'(7Í1))VcJ.
n,

(1), 2

^-,

_

n-i

(1)

j

(1)

A (ft ) = Z Cn.yA ßk+jAßk
/-o

= Z CnJ(l- l/b)(n- /)!ff C+y

x (i- im n c+dvd"+aSU'aî"
•-0

=»!(i-wnciic
,=0

>-l

(A + /3

A + M+ /J)

Ad)

U>(A
+1)

b(n + A+ 1)J

,-_o
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n

(1)2

."A(1\2

^

.»-J,(1).Í,U)

A (yk ) = A (X* ) =2-

Cn.A

\k+jA \k

3-0
n

n-;

J

= 2 cn.i(»- i)! II A*+>W
!II **+<
i=0

t'-O

i'-O

(1)
= «!n a*+<£x*

W—1

A» p*(2) =-

H

[ tl

^
(1)
(é - l)2 2-f
x*+j

«

L

lk + b

j=i

k + n + b)

"

{1)-|

(i)

«!lIA*+.

(7.1)

av2)=-^—

n-I

{u»-»»+c] ¿ c

(A+ ¿>)(¿- l) + c'

(k-{-n + b)(b-

A+1

w + A+

f c')

r^}

For è è 1 + (-c')112, (b - l)2 + e' ^ 0. Since (A + m + 6)(6 - 1) + c'

> (k+b) (b -1) +c' ^ ¿>(&
-1) +c', {/if} is totally monotone if b(b -1) +c' ^ 0,
which is true for è^(l + (l-4c')1'2)/2.
But (l + (l-4c')1/2)/2<l
+ (-c')i'2
for all c' <0. Therefore ¡At®} is totally monotone.
To prove the converse, assume ¿><l + ( —c')1/2 and fix A. The last two
terms of (7.1) are bounded in n. Zl=i a*+j *s tne sum °f the first w— 1 terms
of a divergent series. Since (b— l)2+c'<0,
the quantity in brackets will be
negative for all n sufficiently large. Therefore Anpk2)<0 for all n sufficiently
large, and {pt2)} is not totally monotone.
A reasonable conjecture is that for a a positive integer, Ha t.s. R(b, c', a)
iff b^l + (-c'yia.
Using Theorems 7.7, 7.8, and 2.3, it is a straightforward
computation
to
show that,

for b>\,

e'<0,

a a positive

integer,

Ha t.s. R(b, c', a) for è^l

+ (-c')1'«.

Whether the condition on b is best possible, for a>2, is still an open
question. To use the technique employed in Theorem 7.8 becomes intractible
if continued further because of the complexity of the form of Anpka).
I shall now construct a table combining this last set of theorems with
R(i)-R(iii). The solid arrow replaces the letters t.s., with the arrow pointing
to the weaker method. The dotted arrows represent unknown implications.
No attempt is made to list unknown implications where partial results are
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available; e.g., Theorem 7.12 leaves open the question as to whether P(l, c', a)
t.s. T" for d^a. This open question, along with others of the same type, has
been omitted to prevent the table from becoming even more unwieldy.

For 0<a<l,

0<o<l,

6<1, c'<0, c>0,

1(1, c, a)

I

(1)
/
R(a, c', a)->Tl-»C°--ff"-çr»-»P#,
/Si

„•*"

R(a,c,"a)-''

/

\

c, a)
---T*

i

P(l,c'a)-ÏR(b,c',a)
(1) Forag(aj

For all,

+ l)/2.

0<a<l,

6>1, c'<0, c>0,

P(l, c, «).,
i*n

#

(1)

R(a, c', a)-»r„a-rHa—^c~Uvah-

\f

-»*#,

c, a)

R(a,

R(l,c',a)-P(6,C',a)

(1) For6^(a + l)/2.
(2) For a=l,
6^1-c';
for a = 2, 6èM = max{3/2,
M>(2-c')l/2.
No results for a > 2.

l + (-c')1/2}

and

(3) Proved for a an integer, 6^ l + ( —c')1/a.
The remainder of this section is taken up with negative results, to show
that the above table is best possible in many instances. The obvious negative
results will be omitted; for example, since Tb t.s. P(6, c, a), then clearly

P(6, c, a) n.t.s. T? from [l, p. 452].

Theorem 7.9. Let a>0, c>0,/2>/i>0.

Then R(f2, c, a) n.t.s. R(fu c, a).

Proof. Let pn = d2[(n+fi)a-\-c]/di[(n+f-da+c],
where d;=/?+c, t = l, 2.
Sincef2>fi, d2>di. ButpH—*d2/di> 1. Thereforep is not totally monotone.
This theorem shows us immediately that P(6, c, a) n.t.s. P(l, c, a) and
that P(l, c, a) n.t.s. R(a, c, a).
Also, Theorem

c'<0.

7.9 is not a result of Theorem

7.4, since in Theorem

7.4
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Theorem 7.10. Let a>0, c, f, >0. Then R(f, c, a) n.t.s. Ca for r(a+l)
èfa+cand
C" n.t.s. R(f, c, a)forfa+c^V(a
+ l).
Proof. LetMn= dr(«+a+l)/[(M+/)«+c]r(M

+ l)r(a+l)./in^d/r(a+l).

Hence p is not totally monotone for d^T(a+l)

and /u-1 is not totally mono-

tone for d^r(a+l).
Theorem 7.11. Let0<a<l,
d>b"-\R(b,c',a)
n.t.s. ff«.
LetM(0=á-1[(í+&)a+c'](í
1 ¡(t+

+ l)-°.
l)aa(t + b)*-1 - [(/ + 6)« + c']a(t + 1)<^>)

a»-7{-

(t +

a (/+l-(t

' d\

6> 1, c' <0. (i) Ha n.t.s. P(6, c', a) and (ii) for

+ 6)-c,(<

l)2a

+ 6)1-")

(t+ iy+«(t + 6)'-«

j '

a (b - 1 + c'(¿ + 6)1-")

(-I)m'W = —\d\(t+

>

iy+°(t + by-a )

Proof of (i). Since 0 <a < 1, c' <0, 6-1 +c'(i+6)x-a<0
large. Therefore p(t) is not a totally monotone

for all <sufficiently

function.

Proof of (ii). Since (-l)d/dt[l/p(t)]=p'(t)
[p(t)]~2, l/p(t) is not totally
monotone if p'(t)<0 for some f = 0. p'(0) = l-6-c'61-".
m'(0) <0 for 6a"1
-6a-c'<0;

i.e., b"-1 <ba+c'=

d.

Theorem 7.12. Let 0<a<l.
P(l, c', a) n.t.s. r?.
Let p(t) =aad-l[(t

(i) Yaan.t.s. P(l,

c', a), (ii) For a<d,

+ l)a+c'](t+a)-a.

= aa* j(t + a) - (t + l)'-[«

M(
(-I)m'(O =

¿ 1

+ 1)" + ci)

(t + ay+'(t + iy-*

M»jl-ü-f

C'(/+

J'

l)l~al

a)l+"0 + 1)
l)1-"/'
d l(i
{(t + ay+"(t

Proof of (i). For t sufficiently large, 1 —a+c'(/+l)1_a<0.
Therefore p(t) is
not totally monotone.
Proof of (ii). \/p(t) will not be totally monotone if p'(t) <0. p'(0) = 1 -a+c'

= d —a<0 by hypothesis.
It is false that P(l, c', a) t.s. F%for d = a.
Counter-example.
Let a=a=d=
1/2, c'=—1/2. Then ju,r1= (2w+l)1'2
/[2(«+l)»'*-l].
«-»-I,
Mf1= .947, M2-'= .645. But Mn-1-»(2)1/V2= .707.
Therefore ju-1 is not totally monotone.

Corollary

7.2. Por 0<a<l,

c'<0, C n.t.s. P(l, c', a).
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Proof. Assume Ca t.s. P(l, c', a). Since T^ t.s. C" by R(i), Ta t.s. P(l, c', a),
contradicting Theorem 7.12.

Corollary

7.3. For 0<a<l,

P(l, c, a) n.t.s. R(b, c', a).

Proof. Assume P(l, c, a) t.s. R(b, c', a). H" t.s. P(l, c, a) by Corollary 7.1.
Therefore

H" t.s. R(b, c', a), contradicting

Theorem

7.11.

Theorem 7.13. 7-ez:0<a<l, b>l, c>0.
(i) T? n.t.s. P(l, c,a)ford<b.
(ii) P(l, c, a) n.t.s. T?.
Proof of (i). Using the u(t) oí Theorem 7.12 with a replaced by b, c' re-

placed by c,
ab" ll-b
-1 )p'(t)-\-V

+ c(t+ I)1-")
'
\

d \(t + by+"(t+ iy-«f

(-l)p'(0)<0iord<b.
Proof of (ii). For t sufficiently large, u'(t) <0. Therefore
monotone.

Theorem 7.14. Let 0<a<l,

0<a<l,

l/u(t) is not totally

c>0.

(i) R(a, c, a) n.t.s. 77a.
(ii) Ha n.t.s. R(a, c, a) for d<aa'1.
Using the p.(t) of Theorem 7.11 with b and c' replaced by a and c,
a la -

(-l)p'(i) = —
\d \ (t +
Proof of (ii). ( —l)p'(0)

=ad-1(a

1 + c(t + a)1-")

iy+«(t + ay~°}

— l+ca1~a),

I.

and is negative

for d<aa_1.

Proof of (i). For t sufficiently large, \/p.(t) is not totally monotone.

Theorem

7.15. Let a^l.

PAe« 77a n.t.s. R(b, c', a) for d<ba~l.

Proof. Using the p(t) of Theorem
—ad~l(d —ba~1) <0. Therefore

Theorem

7.16. Leta^l,aan

Proof. Letp„= [(«+/3)a+c']r(a

^"~M"t
Let/(/, b) = (t+a+l)[(t

=ad-1(ba-ba-1+c')

monotone.

integer. Then C" n.t.s. P(zj, c', a) for b<b0,

where bo is the positive root of (a+l)ba

(

7.11, (-l)p'(O)

u(t) is not totally

—(b + l)a-\-ac' = 0.

+ l)r(« + l)/c7T(«+a+l).

(n + l)[(n + b + l)° + c']\

(n + a+!)[(„

+b)« + c']f •

+ b)" + c'] -(t + l)[(t + b + iy+c'].f(0,

b)

= (a + l)(b"+c')-(b
+ iy-c'
= (a + l)b°-(b + Da+ac' = ab«-Y%-\Ca,kbk
—1 +ac'./(0, b) =0 has one real, positive root. Call it b0. Note that/(0, 0) <0.
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b) <0. Therefore A/x0<0. Therefore p is not totally mono-

8. Linear combinations

of Hausdorff

matrices.

Vanderburg

in [13]

proves, as two of his results, the following:
(I) At least when they are both defined and are real and regular, the methods

Ha+\ [Ca-T(a+l)H°][l-r(a+l)]-1
are equivalent.
(II) At least, if a, ß, a+ß are real and exceed —1, and neither a nor ß is
zero, then the summability method

[T(a + ß+ í)CO> - r(« + l)T(ß + 1)C«+"]

•[r(o + ß + i) - r(« + i)ros + l)]-1
is equivalent to Ca+ß+l.

It is the purpose of this section to employ the principle underlying (I) and
(II) to a wider class of Hausdorff matrices.
The notation of [13] will be used throughout this section, and the reader
is referred there for definitions of special symbols.
Let K denote any regular Hausdorff matrix. Let A denote the normalizing
factor of K. By normalizing factor is meant the constant part of the generating sequence which makes /io = 1. For example the normalizing factors for the
H", Ca, T", and

R(c, b, a) matrices

are

1, T(a + 1), aa, and d = ca+b,

re-

spectively.
The essential idea in (I) and (II) is the following. Each of two Hausdorff
matrices, equivalent to Ha, is divided by its normalizing factor, and then one
matrix is subtracted from the other. The difference matrix is then divided by
the difference of the normalizing factors, giving rise to a matrix which is
equivalent, under appropriate
restrictions,
to Ha+l. A formalization
of these
ideas, in one direction, is embodied in the following theorem.
Theorem
8.1. Let K", K2 denote any Hausdorff matrices equivalent to Ha,
K"(z) and K2(z) the associated Mellin transforms, and k\ and k2 the respective
normalizing factors, k\Ak2. If, for each a with (ñ(a) > —1, there exists an e, 0 <e

< 1, such that
K\(z)
-:
ki

()

K"2(z)

k2

= c(z + 1)—» + 0( | z + 11—2)

uniformly on Rt = {z\ (R(z)> —e}, where c is a constant, then

[klKl-klK^-kT'DH"^.
Let

T(z) = [k?KÏ(z) - Ar'tfîtoK* + l)a+lFrom (*), T(z) is clearly a Mellin transform.
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To give an indication of the applicability of Theorem 8.1, other than to
the proof of one of the inclusions of (I) and (II), the following inclusions are
listed. All of the inclusions are expressed in terms of Ca+1 for uniformity only.
They could have been expressed in terms of any other equivalent Hausdorff
matrix.
Unless otherwise specified, it will be understood that a, 6, c, and a are
real, that 6 and c are such that R(a, b, a) is regular, and that the differences
between normalizing factors are not zero.
(i) [aaCa-T(a+l)Tt][aa-T(a+l)]-1DC''+1,
at least for a>0, a>-l.
(ii) [aaHa-TZ](aa-l)-lDCa+\
at least for a>0, a> -1.

(iii) [¿C"-r(a+l)P(c,
6, a)][d-r(a+l)]-OCa+1,
at least for a = l.
(iv) [dH°-R(c, b, oc)](d-a")-lDCa+1, at least for afcl.
(v) [dT^-a"R(c, 6, a)](d-aa)-1DCa+\
at least for afcl.
(vi) [d2R(ci, 6i, a)-di R(c2, b2, a)](¿2-¿i)_1DCa+1,
at least for a=l.
(vii) [baTâ-aaTt](ba-aa)-1DCa+l,
at least for a> -1, a>0.

(viii) [CaC-r(a + l)r(/3 + l)ffa+"][l-r(a
+ l)r(/3 + l)]-1DCa+''+1, at
least for a, ß, a+ß> —1.
(ix) [a°+<iC°Cti-T(a+ l)Y(ß+l)raa+0][a"+e-T(a+l)T(ß+l)]-1DC<'W+\
at least for a, ß, a-\-ß> —1, a>0.
(x) [dC°a-T(a+l)T(ß+l)R(c,b,a+ß)][d-T(ci+l)T(ß+l)]-1DC°+<>+1,
at least for a, ß> —1, a+ß^l.
Since all of the above are proved similarly,

I shall prove (i) only.

Let
(8.1)

T(z)

T(z + 1)

1

T(z + a + 1)

(z + a)a

From [13, (1.9)],
1

T(z) = -—r-

(z + 1)"

+

a(a - 1)

' , .^,

2(z + l)a+l

.

.

+ 0( | z + 11—2) -

1
(z + a)«

Case I. aèl.
1

1

(z+ W*~ (¡Ta)«

(8.3)

^""•{■-(^y}

= (z+iy^a-iyz

+ a^ + Odz + a]-2).

It is clear that an € can be found so that, on Re, the above series expansion
remains valid, and | (z + l)(z+a)_1|
is uniformly bounded. Substituting
(8.3)
into Pi(z) then shows that Pi(z) satisfies (*) of Theorem 8.1.
Case II. For 0<a<l,
use the Laurent expansion for (8.2) in powers of
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outside the circle |z + l| =1—a.

remainder of the proof is the same as Case I.
For a a positive integer, the above results hold also for 01(a) >0,

>|6|,

[(ñ(d)]°>\bi\,i

The

[(R(c)]a

= l,2. _

To prove the opposite inclusion, or the converses, of (i)-(x), it is necessary
and sufficient to show that condition (B) of [13, p. 467] is satisfied; i.e.,
that each Mellin transform does not vanish on Po. The converses pose a
much more difficult problem. Some partial results are listed below. For brevity only the restrictions on the parameters are listed.
C(i) At least for a>0, a> —1, a^O, a0, where a0 will be defined in the proof.
C(ii) At least for a>0, a> —1, a^O. For complex a, the converse remains
true for nonzero a> —1, provided (R(a) 5: 1.

C(iv) At least for a^Q,
C(v) At least for «2:0,
C(vi) At least for a^O,
C(vii) At least for a>0,

b>0, (R(c)èl.
a, b, c real, ¿>>0, c^a.
¿z,-,c, real, i=l, 2, and c22jci, b2^bi.
a, b real, a^b, or 01(a) > 0l(ô), ê(a)>â(b),

or with

the directions of the inequalities reversed.
C(viii) Since the matrix is symmetric in a and ß, there is no loss in assuming
agß. Under this convention, the converse is true at least for (A) a^l;
(B) Oga

<1, 0</3<l;

(C) -Ka<0,

ßgO or ß^l.

C(ix) With agß, the converse holds at least for (A) a^a0; (B) —1 <a<0,
ßgO, or ß^a0;and
(C) Oga<a0, 0<ß<a0, for the a0 of C(i).

Proof of C(i). From (8.1), Tx(z)=0 if and only if 7\(z, a) —1, where
Fi(z, a) =

T(z + a + 1)
(z + a)aT(z + 1)

For real a and z it can be shown, as in [13], that P(a+x + l) isa logarithmically convex function of a. Hence it cannot take on the value 1 more than
twice—once at a = 0 and again for some positive value a0, depending on a.

For z = x+iy,

y^O,

01(a)>0,

°° (

and using the procedure

/.*+)+(ft<a)+l

2 log Fi(z, a) = Z \

y=o I Jx+j+^a)

For property

2tdt

„,,

,,,

of [13], we obtain
fa+x+j+l

», -

I2 + (y + ä(a))2

Jx+j+i

2tdt

^—1

t2 + v2

•

(a) of [13, p. 469], we observe that

2[log | Fi(z, -x, -1) | - log | Fi(z, -x) | ]

- I Ç'+l
= £ t J,
For a real, property

2tdl

/.i+j+cro+i

t2 + y2 ~ JI+y+(R(a,

(a) is established

2tdt

\

t2 + (y + ¿(a))2/ '

by using the following lemma.

Lemma 8.1. If f(t) is a function defined on (0, °o) which is positive, continuous, and monotone decreasing in (0, cc), then for c>0 and 0<Xi<x2,
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f(t)dt - I
Ii

[December

f(l)dt > 0.

J Xt

If a is complex, and |y+0(a)|
^|y|.
then property (a) is still clearly
satisfied. Those values of z for which |y+á(o)|
<|y| remain an open question.
Next we observe that

d
.
2 — log | Fi(z, a)
da

» j

/.*+j+CK(.)+i

2tdt

2(a + x+j

= h l Jx+i+GiM t2+(y + d(a))2~ (a + x+i+l)2

+ 1)

\

+ y2/ '

Hence, property (b) is also satisfied.
Finally we observe that d2(log | F\(z, ct)\ )/da2 is identical to that of the
F in [2]. Therefore statements (c) and (d) automatically
hold.
At this point I should like to point out several typographical errors of

[13].
On page 469, formula (2.6), the quantity [(z+a + l)/(z+l)]
should have
an exponent of —1.
In formula (2.9), the lower limit on the first integral should be x+j+1.
Formula (2.11) is the third partial derivative, provided the right-hand

side is multiplied by 2.
In formula (3.7), page 471, the first term in the numerator should read
(a+ß+z+j
+ l).
In formula (4.13), page 473, there should be a plus sign between a/p2 and
the summation sign.
Proofs of the other converses are straightforward
and will be omitted.
I conjecture that Theorem 8.1 is true for all regular Hausdorff matrices
equivalent
to Ca, and possessing different normalizing factors.

Finally, I am indebted to K. Zeller and A. Wilansky for making me
aware of Vanderburg's

paper.
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